
                              
 

‘Jai Bholo Telangana’ movie in U.S.A 

Jai Bholo Telangana, a movie of life time will be in the theatres worldwide this Friday 
(February 04, 2011). This movie is first of its kind in the history of Indian Cinema is 
directed by sensational director N. Shanker who has given blockbusters like Jayam 
Manadera, Sri Ramulayya & Encounter in the past. Music scored by Chakri has become a 
sensational hit. This film portrays real life situation in the current state of Andhra 
Pradesh. This has actors who are real life leaders, activists, students, singers, lawyers, 
journalists & people from all professions. 
 
The thought, message of the film is unique & fresh; every movie lover would 
extremely love this movie. It is a must watch!!!!!!! The title of the movie may give you 
the impression that it is Pro-Telangana & Anti-Andhra BUT IT IS NOT. This movie is 
about people, love & integrity.  
 
Below are the cities the movie will be screened during the first week.   
 
1. Virginia – Phoenix World gate 9, Herndon (us.bigcinemas.com) 
2. New Jersey – Big cinemas Movie city 8, Edison (us.bigcinemas.com) 
3. Dallas – Hollywood Theatres, Irving (www.gohollywood.com) 
4. California – Big cinemas Towne3, San Jose (us.bigcinemas.com) 
5. Chicago - Big cinemas Golf Glen, Niles (us.bigcinemas.com) 
6. Minneapolis– Brookdale cinema, Brooklyn Park (www.mncinema.com) 
7. Atlanta – Big cinemas Peachtree 8, Norcross (us.bigcinemas.com) 
 
Please visit the above websites for show timings. 
Release date: Friday, February 04, 2011 
Note: Dates for other cities will be announced shortly. 
 
Movie trailer: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yt9fyPSiFYo&feature=related 
 
Blog: 
http://jbtthemovie.blogspot.com/ - Please visit this blog for most updated information 
about the theatres, timings & contacts in your cities & post your comments for additional 
information. 
 
We urge all Telangana families to show strong solidarity to this movie. Watch this movie 
in your city or area with your family and friends....promote this to your near and dear, no 
matter where they come from, they would have heart for a reasonable cause, see the 
movie and show the movie to all.... 
 

Pawan Kumar Reddy Kondam: 914-434-4783 
Contact for more information: 

Murali Goud Ramagoni: 503-560-5855 
Dharam Guravareddy: 770-597-9566 
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STOP Piracy of this movie and watch every Indian store and tell them if they see any 
pirated DVD's will be prosecuted. It is the duty of every telanganite to stop piracy of this 
movie as Shankar has kept all his blood and wealth to make this movie and lets all help 
our own people. 


